Recent reports of a high response to bodies in the fusiform face area (FFA) challenge the idea that the FFA is exclusively selective for face stimuli. We examined this claim by conducting a functional magnetic resonance imaging experiment at both standard (3.125 ϫ 3.125 ϫ 4.0 mm) and high resolution (1.4 ϫ 1.4 ϫ 2.0 mm). In both experiments, regions of interest (ROIs) were defined using data from blocked localizer runs. Within each ROI, we measured the mean peak response to a variety of stimulus types in independent data from a subsequent event-related experiment. Our localizer scans identified a fusiform body area (FBA), a body-selective region reported recently by Peelen and Downing (2005) that is anatomically distinct from the extrastriate body area. The FBA overlapped with and was adjacent to the FFA in all but two participants. Selectivity of the FFA to faces and FBA to bodies was stronger for the high-resolution scans, as expected from the reduction in partial volume effects. When new ROIs were constructed for the high-resolution experiment by omitting the voxels showing overlapping selectivity for both bodies and faces in the localizer scans, the resulting FFA* ROI showed no response above control objects for body stimuli, and the FBA* ROI showed no response above control objects for face stimuli. These results demonstrate strong selectivities in distinct but adjacent regions in the fusiform gyrus for only faces in one region (the FFA*) and only bodies in the other (the FBA*).
Introduction
Does the ventral visual pathway contain cortical regions that are selectively involved in processing just a single class of visual stimuli (Allison et al., 1994; Kanwisher et al., 1997) , or are all regions of the ventral pathway instead involved in graded and overlapping representations of multiple stimulus classes (Haxby et al., 2001) ? Faces have served as a key test case for this debate, based in part on the fact that the fusiform face area (FFA) is activated considerably more strongly by images of faces than by other object classes. In this study, we address an important challenge to the claimed face selectivity of the FFA that arises from recent reports that the FFA may also respond strongly to images of bodies.
Specifically, two studies have found responses in the FFA that were higher to headless bodies than to control objects, although lower to bodies than faces (Kanwisher et al., 1999; Peelen and Downing, 2005) [see also Cox et al. (2004) and Hadjikhani and de Gelder (2003) for responses to body stimuli in the FFA]. One study even found that the FFA response was not significantly lower to body parts than to faces (Spiridon et al., 2005) . Peelen and Downing also reported a fusiform region that we call the "fusiform body area" (FBA), which is adjacent to and overlaps with the FFA and responds more strongly to headless bodies than to objects, but equally to headless bodies and faces. [Note that the FBA is located on the ventral surface of the brain, far from the extrastriate body area (EBA) (Downing et al., 2001) , which is on the lateral surface of the temporal lobe.] Collectively, these findings suggest a graded and overlapping pattern of responses in the fusiform gyrus (Haxby et al., 2001 ) rather than a strict spatial segregation of responses to faces and bodies. Here, we used a scanning resolution higher than that of previous studies to test the hypothesis that the apparent dual selectivity of both the FFA and the FBA for both faces and bodies may result from blurring of the responses from two adjacent but distinct cortical regions, one selectively responsive only for faces and the other only for bodies.
To do this, we identified the FFA and FBA with a blocked localizer scan and then tested their response magnitudes to a variety of face, body, and assorted everyday object stimuli with an event-related design administered in the same participants and scan sessions. We conducted this study at standard resolution (3.125 ϫ 3.125 ϫ 4.0 mm) in experiment 1 and at a higher resolution (1.4 ϫ 1.4 ϫ 2.0 mm) in experiment 2. Using these methods, we found that the response to faces and bodies on the fusiform gyrus could be clearly dissociated with higher-resolution imaging.
Materials and Methods
Stimuli and design. Participants performed both localizer scans [to identify regions of interest (ROIs)] and event-related scans to test the selectivity of the ROIs. They completed five runs of the localizer scan, each of which included three 16 s fixation periods and two 16 s blocks of five stimulus classes each (faces, headless bodies, scenes, assorted everyday objects, and scrambled versions of the everyday objects). The order of conditions was palindromic within a scan, and the serial position of each condition was counterbalanced within participants across runs. Within each block, participants viewed 20 images of a single stimulus class (300 ms per image, with a 500 ms interstimulus interval). Scrambled object stimuli were constructed by superimposing a grid over the objects and relocating the component squares randomly. As participants watched these stimuli, they performed a one-back task in which they were asked to make a key-press whenever an image was repeated consecutively. The images were jittered slightly in their location on the screen to preclude use of low-level transients in performing the one-back task. Participants completed six to seven runs of the event-related experiment in the same scan session. Each of the runs was composed of a quasirandom order of stimuli from the following four stimulus conditions: faces, headless bodies, body parts, and cars. A fifth condition of assorted everyday objects was added for the high-resolution scans in experiment 2. Other stimulus conditions that were included in the event-related design to test different hypotheses will not be discussed here. Each image moved either downward or to the left, and the participants' task was to identify the direction of motion of each stimulus by pressing one key to indicate movement to the left and another to indicate movement down. There were 15 images per stimulus category and 13 image presentations per stimulus category per run. Different images were used in the localizer and the event-related experiment.
Functional imaging. Participants were scanned on a 3.0 T Siemens (Erlangen, Germany) Trio scanner at the Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging (Charlestown, MA). Images were acquired with a Siemens eight-channel phased-array head coil and gradient echo single-shot echo planar imaging sequence. For experiment 1 conducted at standard resolution, 28 slices covered the whole brain (dimensions, 3.125 ϫ 3.125 ϫ 4.0 mm; interslice gap, 0.8 mm; repetition time, 2 s; echo time, 30 ms). For experiment 2 conducted at higher resolution, 15-18 slices were oriented approximately perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus (1.4 ϫ 1.4 ϫ 2.0 mm; interslice gap, 0.4 mm; repetition time, 2 s; echo time, 33 ms). For both experiments, high-resolution MPRAGE anatomical images were also acquired for each participant. Seven participants were scanned for experiment 1, and 10 were scanned for experiment 2. The data from one of the participants in experiment 2 were excluded from the analysis because of excessive head motion (Ͼ6 mm).
Data analysis was performed using Freesurfer and FS-FAST software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). Before statistical analysis, images were motion corrected (Cox and Jesmanowicz, 1999) and smoothed for the localizer runs only (5 mm full width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel for experiment 1; 3 mm for experiment 2).
Our functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) analyses focused on the right hemisphere, because previous work has shown that the FFA is larger and more consistent in the right hemisphere (Kanwisher et al., 1997) and because it is only the right FFA that has been claimed to be strongly category selective (Grill-Spector et al., 2004) . Regions of interest were visualized on slices and defined individually for each participant using the blocked localizer scans (as described below); we then used fROI (http://froi.sourceforge.net/) to extract the time courses of response for the event-related experiments in each ROI (see Fig. 2 ). Critically, the data used to define the ROIs were independent of the data used to calculate the response magnitudes for each stimulus category in each ROI.
Cortical surfaces were reconstructed using Freesurfer for three of the participants in experiment 2 based on previous anatomical scans of those participants.
Results

Experiment 1
The results of our standard resolution scans replicated previous studies (Peelen and Downing, 2005; Spiridon et al., 2005) . The localizer data were used to identify both a face-selective right FFA (using a contrast of faces Ͼ objects) and a body-selective right FBA (using headless bodies Ͼ objects) with a threshold for both contrasts of p Ͻ 0.0001 uncorrected in individual participants. A right FFA was identified in every participant, and a replicable right FBA was found in five of the seven participants. One participant had no FBA and another had a very small FBA (eight voxels), which failed to replicate the body selectivity observed in the localizer scans in subsequent event-related scans; these two participants were excluded from additional FBA analyses. The FFA and FBA overlapped in all participants who showed both ROIs. The average size of the right FFA ROIs was 1.53 cm 3 . Of the five participants with a right FBA, the average size of the FBA ROI was 0.86 cm 3 , and the overlap averaged 0.45 cm 3 per participant. The time course of the response from the event-related runs for each stimulus category in the right FFA and right FBA ROIs (defined from the localizer scans) are shown in Figure 2 , a and b. In an ANOVA on the peak response magnitudes among the five participants that demonstrated both FFA and FBA ROIs, the interaction of stimulus condition by ROI did not reach significance (F (2,3) ϭ 5.8; p ϭ 0.09). Planned comparisons revealed that the response to headless bodies in the FFA was significantly greater than to cars ( p Ͻ 0.005) while still significantly lower than to faces ( p Ͻ 0.01). In contrast, in the FBA, the responses to images of both faces and headless bodies were significantly higher than to cars (both, p Ͻ 0.05), whereas there was no difference in the degree of activation for face and headless body stimuli in this region ( p Ͼ 0.8). These data replicate the results reported by Peelen and Downing (2005) at a similar scanning resolution (3.75 ϫ 3.75 ϫ 5.0 mm), indicating elevated responses to both faces and bodies in both the FFA and FBA.
To test whether the high FFA response we observed to bodies might be attributable to the inference of a face from the headless body stimuli (Cox et al., 2004) , we compared the FFA response to headless bodies (where a face might be inferred) with its response to assorted body parts (where the inference of a face is unlikely). In the FFA, the response to body parts was greater than to cars ( p Ͻ 0.005) and lower than to faces ( p Ͻ 0.007), whereas there was no significant difference between the responses to body parts and headless bodies ( p Ͼ 0.9). These results argue against the possibility that the high responses to body stimuli in the right FFA are attributable to the inference of a face.
Experiment 2
The second experiment was the same as experiment 1, except that it was conducted at higher resolution (voxel size, 1.4 ϫ 1.4 ϫ 2.0 mm) and a second baseline condition of assorted everyday objects was added. We isolated the right FFA and FBA ROIs using the same methods described above for experiment 1. Figure 1 shows examples of slices and surface plots with these ROIs at high resolution. Figure 2 , c and d, shows the time courses of the responses to each stimulus condition in the event-related runs for the high-resolution FFA and FBA ROIs.
An ANOVA on the magnitude of the peak response in the event-related experiments revealed a significant interaction of ROI by stimulus condition (F (2,7) ϭ 23.3; p Ͻ 0.002). Planned comparisons confirmed, as expected, that the selectivity of the FFA and the FBA for their preferred categories (on the basis of which these regions were identified in the localizer scan) was replicated in the event-related scans: the FFA responded significantly more strongly to faces than to cars, objects, headless bodies, and body parts (all four, p Ͻ 0.005), and the FBA responded significantly more strongly to headless bodies and body parts than to mixed objects and cars (all four, p Ͻ 0.005).
Following up on the interaction of ROI by stimulus category, planned comparisons tested whether any selectivity for bodies could be found in the FFA and whether any selectivity for faces could be found in the FBA. In the FFA, the response to headless bodies was not significantly greater than to cars or mixed objects, nor was it significantly different from the response to body parts (all, p Ͼ 0.20). Although the response to body parts was not significantly different from that to cars ( p Ͼ 0.10), it trended toward a higher response than to mixed objects ( p Ͻ 0.05 uncorrected, a significance level that would not survive a correction for the four comparisons of body stimuli to control object stimuli).
In the FBA, the response to the headless body stimuli trended toward a higher response than to faces ( p Ͻ 0.05, uncorrected), whereas the response to body parts did not significantly differ from that to faces ( p Ͼ 0.30). Nonetheless, the FBA response to faces was still higher than to mixed objects ( p Ͻ 0.01), although not significantly different from that to cars ( p ϭ 0.09).
Thus, the selectivity of the FFA and FBA ROIs are stronger at high resolution than standard resolution, a result supported by a significant triple interaction (among the participants who had both FFAs and FBAs) of ROI, stimulus type, and experiment (F (2,11) ϭ 5.07; p Ͻ 0.05). This difference in selectivity might, at least in part, be attributable to the decrease in partial voluming between face-selective and body-selective regions at high resolution. This potential explanation is supported by the reduced volume of the overlap between the FFA and FBA ROIs from standard to high resolution. Specifically, the average overlap at standard resolution constituted 0.45 cm 3 , or 27% of the total sum of the FFA and FBA ROIs, across the five standard resolution participants that demonstrated both ROIs, whereas the corresponding overlap was 0.17 cm 3 , or 18% of the summed FFA and FBA ROI volumes across high-resolution participants. However, despite this reduction of overlap at higher resolution, we still observed trends of higher responses to body parts than to control stimuli in the FFA and higher responses to faces than to control stimuli in the FBA.
We next attempted a stronger test of our hypothesis that the dual selectivity of the FFA and FBA may result from the pooling of responses from two adjacent but distinct cortical regions, one selective for only faces and the other selective for only bodies. To do this, we used a new ROI selection method in which we omitted from the right FFA ROI (which had an average of 162 voxels, or 0.64 cm 3 ) all voxels that were also included in the FBA ROI to generate a new FFA* ROI (mean 121 voxels, or 0.47 cm 3 ), and we omitted from the right FBA ROI (mean 96 voxels, or 0.38 cm 3 ) all voxels that were also included in the FFA ROI to generate a new FBA* ROI (mean 55 voxels, or 0.22 cm 3 ). Importantly, as with our previous analyses, the blocked localizer data used to identify the FFA* and FBA* were independent from the event-related data we used to assess selectivity profiles in these ROIs (Fig. 2 ).
An ANOVA on the magnitude of the peak responses in the event-related data in these new ROIs revealed a strong interaction of ROI (FFA* vs FBA*) by stimulus condition (faces, headless bodies, and cars) (F (2,7) ϭ 31.4; p Ͻ 0.001). As expected from previous analyses, the FFA* response was significantly higher to faces than to headless bodies, body parts, cars, and mixed objects (all four, p Ͻ 0.001). More importantly, neither headless bodies nor body parts produced a higher response in the FFA* than did either cars or mixed objects (all four, p Ͼ 0.3). Conversely, the FBA* responses to headless bodies and body parts were significantly greater than to faces, cars, and mixed objects (all six, p Ͻ 0.02), whereas faces no longer produced a higher response than to cars or mixed objects (both, p Ͼ 0.4). These results demonstrate selective responses (above control objects) only for faces in the FFA* and only for bodies in the FBA*.
To assess the relative locations of the FFA* and FBA* ROIs, we calculated the center of mass (COM) locations for these two ROIs in each individual high-resolution participant by taking the average of the in-slice row and column numbers in the matrix, as well as the slice number, across all voxels in each given ROI. As can be seen in the surface plots of Figure 1 , we found a significant difference between the location of the right FFA* and FBA* COMs along the mediolateral axis, with FFA* medial to FBA* ( p Ͻ 0.005). The average distance between these COMs was 2.2 voxels, or 3.1 mm. Because our slices were oriented perpendicular to the calcarine sulcus and were therefore not aligned precisely from one participant to the next, it was difficult to accurately compare the ROI locations in the anteroposterior and dorsoventral dimensions between participants.
Finally, we addressed the question of whether exclusive selectivity on the fusiform gyrus could be demonstrated at standard resolution if the effects of partial voluming were minimized. We did this by selecting a single voxel in the FFA of each of our standard resolution participants that most reliably demonstrated a greater response to faces than to objects as measured by the p value of this contrast in data from our blocked localizer runs. Crucially, the selection of these voxels was independent of their selectivity for bodies, and the pattern of response in these peak voxels was evaluated using our independent event-related data set. We found that the peak FFA voxels averaged across the standard resolution participants demonstrated a high response to faces (1.08% signal change) with a response to headless bodies (0.43) and body parts (0.52) that was no greater than to cars (0.41) ( p Ͼ 0.7 and p Ͼ 0.3, respectively). This finding demonstrates that exclusive selectivity on the fusiform gyrus can also be observed at standard resolution in circumstances for which the effects of partial voluming are minimized.
Discussion
In this study, we used high-resolution scanning techniques that uncovered a clear and striking dissociation between face and body selectivities on the fusiform gyrus. At a standard fMRI scanning resolution, face and body selectivity overlapped considerably, with substantial responses to body stimuli in regions identified as face selective and vice versa (Fig. 2a,b) , as reported by Peelen and Downing (2005) . However, at higher resolution, the observed selectivities become stronger, with responses to body stimuli in the FFA only slightly higher than to control objects (Fig. 2c) . Finally, when new ROIs that omit regions of overlapping selectivity for faces and bodies were created, we found one region (the FFA*) that is selectively responsive only to faces, not bodies, and another region (the FBA*) that is selectively responsive only to bodies, not faces (Fig. 2e,f ) . These findings support our hypothesis that the dual selectivity of the FFA for both faces and bodies observed at standard resolution results from the pooling of responses from two adjacent but distinct cortical regions, one selective for only faces and another selective for only bodies.
In keeping with previous evidence from intracranial recordings (Allison et al., 1994) , stimulation studies (Puce et al., 1999; Mundel et al., 2003) and neuropsychological studies (Wada and Yamamoto, 2001) , our finding that some regions in the ventral visual pathway are apparently strongly selective for a single class of visual stimuli would seem to argue against the idea that all regions in the ventral visual pathway participate in the representation of each object (Haxby et al., 2001) . However, two caveats must be mentioned here. First, the fact that strong and separate cortical selectivities exist for faces and bodies in the ventral visual pathway does not mean that the same will be found for all stimulus categories. Indeed, current evidence suggests that the cortical selectivities for faces and bodies may be unusual cases, contrasting with the more distributed and overlapping responses to multiple object categories in other cortical regions such as the lateral occipital complex (Malach et al., 1995) . Second, although the FFA* and FBA* are uniquely selective for faces and bodies, respectively, compared with control stimuli (mixed objects and cars), both of these regions produce positive responses to nonpreferred stimuli compared with a fixation baseline. The role of these nonpreferred responses in the coding of objects is an important open question that is now being tested using a variety of neuroimaging methods (Haxby et al., 2001; Spiridon and Kanwisher, 2002; Grill-Spector et al., 2004) . Currently, the strongest evidence that face-processing regions do not play an important role in the recognition of nonface objects comes from studies of neurological patients with very selective deficits in face recognition but not in general object recognition (Wada and Yamamoto, 2001) .
The results of our study also have methodological relevance in highlighting the importance of scanning resolution when investigating functional segregation in the cortex [see also Beauchamp et al. (2004) ]. Regions selectively responsive to faces and bodies that were clearly dissociable at high resolution were not dissociable at standard resolution. How can we determine how much resolution is enough to make such a distinction for any given study? The answer will depend on the grain of the cortical organization under investigation, with the response profiles of relatively large cortical regions such as the PPA less dependent on scanning resolution than smaller regions that may only be detected at high resolution. These considerations lead to an important asymmetry in the conclusions that can be drawn from fMRI studies: when clear functional dissociations are demonstrated between adjacent cortical regions, such results cannot be overturned by future studies at higher resolution, whereas any failure to find a functional dissociation [e.g., Shuman and Kanwisher (2004) ] will always be contingent on the outcome of future studies at higher resolution. For example, the current results suggest that it will be necessary to revisit previous claims that the FFA may be responsive not only to faces but also to biological motion (Grossman and Blake, 2002) , animations implying intentional agency (Schultz et al., 2003) , visual expertise (Gauthier et al., 1999; Gauthier et al., 2000; Xu, 2005) , and animals (Chao et al., 1999 ). Indeed, it seems possible that many of these activations previously attributed to the FFA arise not from the FFA* but from the FBA* or another adjacent but distinct cortical region.
Beyond their methodological implications, the present results also raise a host of questions for future research. What is the function of the FBA, and how does it differ from that of the EBA? Given that lesions affecting the FFA are likely to also affect the FBA, do acquired prosopagnosic patients show deficits in body perception, and if so, in what aspects of body perception? More generally, why do face and body selectivities land nearby in the cortex, not only in the fusiform gyrus but also in lateral temporal cortex in both humans and monkeys (Tsao et al., 2003; Pinsk et al., 2005) ?
Another question raised by our findings concerns the nature of the overlap region between the face and body selectivities on the fusiform gyrus. One previous study has suggested that the area of overlap between two functional regions might play a role in the integration of information processed by the neighboring regions (Beauchamp et al., 2004) . Although this explanation is possible both for their case and ours, another possibility is that the observed dual selectivity reflects distinct but interleaved neural populations that perform no integrative function. Distinguishing between these hypotheses will require other methods such as fMRI adaptation.
In summary, our findings demonstrate two adjacent regions in the fusiform gyrus, one selectively responsive to bodies but not faces and an adjacent region selectively responsive to faces but not bodies. The striking dissociation in the category selectivity of these regions was not clear when standard scanning methods were used (Peelen and Downing, 2005) , underlining the importance of resolution for investigations of functional specificity of the cortex.
